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Overview 

Although this guidebook is titled ‘Android Hacking’, it aspires to be more than that. The use of the term 
‘hacking’ is intended to convey that the material is written to be very approachable to a broad range of 
readers with a hands-on approach. However, the breadth and depth of the content intends to provide 
an Introduction to Android Operating Systems Engineering. 

This guidebook is written at three levels; the introductory material is written at the tutorial level to help 
the reader develop a foundation in the material, the later (more complex) material is written at the 
guidebook level, lastly the appendices are written as reference material for the practicing Android 
Engineer.  

In the early years of Android, it was an Operating System (OS) for phones, evolving into an OS for 
tablets. At the Google IO event in 2011, the Android Team announced an initiative to expand the 
integration of Android devices with Android Enabled devices. This program was known as the Android 
Accessory Development Kit (ADK). In 2011 this consisted of a custom Arduino hobby processor system 
integrated through USB and an ADK API in the Android platform. In 2012, the Android ADK capabilities 
were expanded to include Bluetooth connectivity, and the API was expanded significantly.  

From a systems engineering viewpoint, these capabilities are significant. All useful systems have user 
interfaces and increasingly data IO requirements. These systems include everything from cars, vending 
machines, door locks, and increasingly distributed enterprise systems like security systems or production 
workflow systems.   

By establishing a standard interface protocol that can operate over WiFi, USB, Bluetooth and potentially 
over NFC, Google is positioning Android to be a first choice for both embedded systems and interfacing 
to distributed systems.  

Here is where it gets interesting - Android platforms today are relatively generic and have a very 
comparable set of capabilities and functions. But as highly integrated / distributed systems are 
developed with Android as the integration / user interface layer, there will be increasing pressure to 
specialize this Android OS / User Interface to the task at hand and reduce non-essential functions. 
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Within Android Systems engineering, we have hardware engineering – which is generally the purview of 
the hardware engineers. We have Android Application Development, which is generally the purview of 
the Software Engineers. Between these realms, we have the area of OS Engineering – where the generic 
elements of the Android OS are integrated on the hardware and abstracted to the application layer.  

The purpose of this book is to provide a systems engineering foundation of how the Android Operating 
System is built and integrated onto a platform. It speaks specifically to OS Engineering and integration, 
but may be useful to both hardware and software engineers.  

Logistics 

This book is written with a strong hands-on approach to the topics, and a Nexus 7 tablet is used as the 
reference device. The actual procedures are directly applicable to the Nexus 7 in all cases, applicable to 
other Nexus devices in most cases, and generally applicable to other Android devices. Given the broad 
range of Android vendors for both phones and tablets, their respective stances on drivers, bootloaders 
and openness to developers, it is unrealistic to provide any device specific information (beyond the 
Nexus family). 

This body of this book is divided into three major subsections. The first section provides a sequential 
tutorial that dissects the Nexus 7 as an operating system platform, and provides an instructive tutorial 
on how to flash a recovery, and flash an alternative Android OS to a usable state.  

The second section provides a sequential tutorial on building the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) 
from source for the emulator, using that resulting image as target for Android application development, 
and building for the Nexus 7 (including a custom kernel). Key points of understanding include the AOSP 
source tree structure, and what AOSP delivers to a platform. 

The third section provides information on more advanced topics including building CyanogenMod and 
AOKP, and approaches to building for non-Nexus platforms. 

The appendices contain a reference sections to support the subject material, with the bulk of this 
written as short functional recipes specific to each major section.  

Caveats 

- All trademarks are owned by their respective owners.  
- The author or not responsible for any damage or loss of productivity, blah, blah as a result of 

the contents of this guide. 
- Distribute only in its entirety with accreditation 
- The author reserves any rights to commercialization of this or derivative works 

Updates 

- Updated android-emulator.cmd script to fix some startup issues, partition size issues and DNS  
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Introduction 
This is first and foremost a guidebook and tutorial that enable the reader to ‘hack’ or engineer the OS 
for the Nexus 7 Android tablet. It is secondly and more fundamentally an introduction to systems 
engineering for the Android Operating System.  This is accomplished by providing the “how-to” followed 
by the background that provides the foundation of understanding.  

This book is specifically written towards the Nexus 7 and the state of the Android platform (Summer 
2012); Jellybean (version 4.1x), with updates for version 4.2 (Nov 2012). This guide covers the following 
major topics: 

- Part 1: Android Platform Tools. Includes discussion on partitions, boot process, fastboot, adb, 
the recovery partition, and flashing alternate Android Operating Systems.  

- Part 2: Building Android from Source Code (AOSP). Includes discussion on the AOSP, the tree 
structure, build systems, building the kernel, proprietary drivers, the build process, and lastly 
building SEAndroid.  

- Part 3: Advanced Topics. Building CyanogenMod and Android Open Kang Project (AOKP) from 
source for the Nexus 7, and The Bugless Beast ROM. Includes discussion on the differences in 
the build processes and the respective source trees. 

Firmware Versions 
The current versions of firmware for the Nexus 7 include the original – ‘JRO03D’ corresponding to 
Android version 4.1, and an update – ‘JRO54K’ corresponding to Android version 4.1.2, released in 
October 2012.  

The update includes a number of items of note, including: 

- Home screen landscape view is now supported 
- All of the proprietary hardware drivers are updated. 
- The bootloader is updated from version 3.35 to 3.41, with the following impacts: 

o CWM  and TWRP 2.2.x (and older) are not persistent 
o Transition from fastboot to recovery no longer requires a USB connection 
o TWRP 2.3.x has been updated to function with JRO54K 

- JB-SuperSU.zip works correctly (roots OS) with TWRP 2.3.x 

Version 4.2 came in the form of a firmware update on 2012 Nov 13 with the designator of JOP40C. 
Although there many updates (listed at http://developer.android.com/about/versions/jelly-bean.html) , 
these more interesting ones include: 

- Native support for multiple user accounts. Unlike the JR054K update, this does not break CWM 
or TWRP completely, however there appear to be some issues about where the recovery 
backups are located – likely due to restructuring due to support for multiple accounts.  

o From Recovery: The default TWRP backup is under /sdcard/TWRP. Prior to 4.2, this was 
the shared user space. In 4.2, there is a directory ‘/sdcard/0’ which corresponds to the 
default user – with other users under different numbered directories. 



o From Android: The OS actively emulates ‘/sdcard’ to the current user directory, hiding 
any other user directory. The path for /sdcard actually returns 
‘/storage/emulated/legacy’, and I have been unsuccessful at accessing the TWRP backup 
directory under /sdcard.  

- Hidden Developer options. This can be ‘un-hidden’ by going to ‘settings/about tablet’ and 
tapping on the Build Number section of the display about 8 times. It is not clear how to re-hide 
the developer options.  

The Android Open Source Project (AOSP) 
If you’re reading this you are preparing to learn how to build the AOSP, and if this is to be practical we 
need to build it for a device – and this guidebook is based on the Nexus 7 device. The information within 
is still useful for other Android devices, but less so. 

As a side note, the Nexus 7 device will also be referenced by a number of different names. The most 
common of these is ‘grouper’ which is the reference used by Google for the Nexus 7 device. Another 
name used is ‘nakasi’, which is the reference used within Asus for the Nexus 7 device. In both cases 
these were the pre-release names, but may be used indefinitely due the implications they carry. In the 
case of Google code references, the use of ‘grouper’ implies that this is development support 
information, and not directly related to the retail product. Regarding the ‘nakasi’ reference, the only 
general use is in the factory firmware image name.  

Dissecting the Android OS: The Abbreviated Version 
When somebody looks at one Android device and then another Android device, it is clear that there are 
both similarities and differences. It is also very unlikely that any sales person will provide any useful 
insight on these differences. From the bottom up we have: 

- The Android Kernel: The Android kernel is the engine at the bottom of the Android software 
stack that is responsible for everything that happens after the bootloader. 

- Core Android Services: When you hear about functions name Binder or AshMem, these are core 
services that are responsible for managing memory, communication and process launching. Like 
the kernel these services generally are a key part of everything that happens in Android. 

- System Services/APIs: These are functions that provide more specialized functions and 
programmatic interfaces to the Android platform. This is the layer that applications start to 
touch.  

- Proprietary Device Drivers: A set of binary loaded drivers that enable the very general interfaces 
in the OS to talk to specialized hardware devices. These are not open source. 

- Dalvik Virtual Machine (VM): A specialized Java like virtual machine that isolates (or virtualizes) 
the APIs so that applications can be device independent.  

- AOSP User Inteface/Apps: The standard user interface and core applications provided as part of 
the Android Open Source Project. This is a very small set of applications.  

- Google Applications: A larger set of Google specific applications, which include Gmail, Google 
Maps, Google Play Market, Google Talk, Google Voice, and Chrome.  



- Device Vendor Theming / Applications: A look and feel overlay on the user interface (also known 
as ‘skinning’) combined with a set of vendor specific applications. Nexus devices do have this set 
of features.  

- Telecom Vendor Applications: A set of applications specific to a telecom vendor that provide 
some level of function that often duplicate functionality. Nexus devices do have this set of 
features. 

Given the context of this book a few of these merit more discussion. Specifically we will touch briefly on 
the Android Kernel, AOSP, and the proprietary drivers.  

Android Kernel 
The Android kernel is based on the Linux kernel, but has a number of Android specific patches that 
provide improved performance and function on a mobile platform. These patches are generally very 
specific to how Android manages memory, tasks, interrupts and timers to provide better performance 
and battery life than a more traditional Linux kernel.  

AOSP: Android Open Source Project 
The Android Open Source project, or AOSP for short is the Open source part of the Android system. The 
homepage for AOSP is at http://source.android.com/. AOSP includes the Android Kernel (discussed 
below), a number of key OS services, the Android API functions and the Dalvik Virtual Machine. 

Another way to look at this is that AOSP is the open source foundation from kernel to User Interface – 
except for the proprietary apps, drivers, and ‘skinning’. To clarify – skinning is a process that layers a 
user interface theme on top of the standard Android look and feel. This is generally done by product 
vendors to create a brand style or appearance. Examples include Motorola MotoBlur, HTC Sense and 
Samsung TouchWiz.  

The most important thing to know about AOSP is that it is open source (after a fashion) and it is capable 
of generating a fully functional Android Operating System without any special or purchased tools.  

Android Proprietary Drivers 
Although the Android OS is fairly generic for platforms, it is still necessary to have device drivers and a 
hardware abstraction layer (HAL) that maps a generic API interface to the device. Unlike the PC Linux 
movement, there is not a significant effort to develop open source drivers for Android hardware devices 
and for the most part, these are proprietary pieces of code that get installed on the OS image.  

If your device is a Nexus device these drivers can be found at 
https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers. For other Android devices the process is more 
complicated, and drivers are generally extracted from the factory device firmware.  

Build AOSP from Source 

Outline 
- Hardware choices / Workflow choices 
- Android Build realities / OS choices / tools / size of AOSP / kernel 
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- Necessary tools 
- Useful Tools 
- Constructing your build environment 
- Validating your build environment 

Tutorial Workflow 
In this chapter we are going to create a build environment for the AOSP, and over a series of 5 tutorials 
build and install an AOSP image for the Nexus 7 with custom kernel from source.  

 

 

After these sections are completed, the build environment is ready to build so the next three workflows 
will advance through confirmation of your system through an emulator build / validation through a full 
up AOSP install and custom kernel for the Nexus 7 device (grouper).  



 

The most ambitious section is based on the premise that you have successfully executed the previous 
sections and are interested in SEAndroid; a version of the AOSP with a minimal set of Security Enhanced 
patches that are based on the NSA SE Linux patches.  

 

For further information on SEAndroid refer to http://selinuxproject.org/page/SEAndroid. 

Step 6.0: Initialize Build Environment 
Although much of this section may seem to be excessively detailed, this is not without purpose. Simply 
put, very minor differences in the build system can produce significant differences in the build process. 
In addition the author has evaluated a number of build system alternatives that were less than fruitful 
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(i.e. – significant time wastes), and hopefully some of these insights will enable the reader to bypass 
these paths.  

Step 6.1: Select Build System 
Many people have successfully built the AOSP on a number of different systems. However most of these 
systems have been some recent flavor of Ubuntu or OSX, with a fewer on Redhat / CentOS. Details on 
the installation are at http://source.android.com/source/initializing.html. In this section, we will be 
backing up one step to make some ‘big picture’ decisions on the actual build platform.  

Most of us are working professionals who use a combination of laptop desktop systems on a daily basis 
– mostly Windows system with a sprinkling of OS X. If we continue down the path of minimal pain / 
work, our build system for AOSP will be (at this time) Ubuntu x64, version 10.04. This means that one 
way or another we need to create this build environment specific to AOSP separate from our normal 
work environments.  

The obvious choices for a shared build environment can be expressed as the following: 

- Virtual Machine (ala VMWare or VirtualBox): Both of these are capable of hosting a virtual 
machine that has sufficient RAM, harddrive space and USB virtualization to the Android Device. 
This configuration has the advantage that it can operate concurrently inside a Windows 
environment. The reality is that the performance scaling associated with building AOSP is 
strongly related to the amount of RAM and speed of hard drive space, both of which are 
generally have much lower values than the host capabilities.  

- Dual Booted: Configuring your desktop / laptop to dual boot between your normal work 
environment and an AOSP development environment. This generally needs 100GB or more of 
hard drive space for the AOSP build partition - including code, build and OS. The advantage of 
this configuration is that when booted to the AOSP build environment, it has all of the platform 
resources – specifically, the RAM and CPU, providing the fastest possible build time for a given 
platform (much faster than a VM). The disadvantage is that the platform is single tasked in the 
build environment.  

Either of these configurations is technically capable of functioning as an AOSP build system. However 
there is a difference between functioning and functioning well. AOSP is currently (2012 October) 
currently has about 25 million source lines of code (MSLOCs) and the Android kernel source is over 10 
MSLOCs (as determined by David A Wheeler’s SLOCCount). Any laptop and most desktop systems will be 
heavily burdened to build the AOSP, and at best will take something less than an hour for a full build. 
More typical system will take one to three hours for a complete build, with VM builds taking 2x to 3x 
over that.  

The VM solution is a very tempting approach since it allows parallel workflows and minimal impact on 
existing work environments – but the sheer magnitude of building the AOSP renders VM solutions 
impractical.  
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After exploring both of these options, it is likely you will be looking for a faster solution than a dual 
booted laptop. My two reference systems are: 

- Desktop : Intel i7-2600k (quad core / 3.4 GHz) with 16 GB of DDR3 RAM / AOSP V4.1.2 for 
emulator built in 31 minutes 

- Laptop: Intel Core2 Duo P9600 (dual core / 2.66 GHz) with 8 GB of RAM / AOSP V4.1.2 for 
emulator built in 128 minutes 

The takeaway from this information is that no matter how fast your system today or tomorrow, building 
the AOSP is (and will continue to be) a large task and will take time.  

When I am planning on doing multiple full/complete builds, I use the server over an SSH connection. 
When I am tweaking a build or doing minor builds, I may use my build partition on my laptop. After the 
first attempt, I will not use a VM for AOSP builds again.  

If your plans involve a remotely accessed build server, I would encourage the use of SSH, WinSCP and 
Screen. SSH (key based) provides secure remote terminal access, WinSCP provides secure file transfer to 
/ from the server, and Screen provides multiple / parallel / persistent terminal sessions on your build 
server. 

Step 6.2: Install Ubuntu 10.04 
The primary source for initiating a build environment for AOSP is at 
http://source.android.com/source/initializing.html, but we will explore that process slightly more in 
depth than covered at source.android.com.  

The first step is to install Ubuntu 10.04 – simply because that is the specific version supported and 
identified by the Android Development team.  

1. First - go to http://releases.ubuntu.com/lucid/ and download the 64 bit desktop version (my 
recommendation). 

2. Burn the ubuntu ‘.iso’ file to a CD as an image, and label appropriately.  
3. If you are dual booting a laptop or desktop system: 

a. Free up at least 100GB, and resize your base partitions so that the extra space is not 
allocated on the disk. 

b. Put the disk in your CD / DVD drive, and power up the system booting from the CD/DVD 
drive.  

c. Select all the defaults; and at disk partitioning, select ‘install in free space’.  
4. If you installing this as the only OS on the device: 

a. Put the disk in your CD / DVD drive, and power up the system booting from the CD/DVD 
drive.  

b. Select all the defaults; and at disk partitioning, select ‘use entire disk for install’. 
5. Allow the install to complete and reboot. 
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6. Confirm that your network drivers work from inside Ubuntu. If not, resort to Google and 
whatever other source of help you can find. I would provide more useful information if I could, 
but devices and associated drivers for Linux are a source of nearly infinite permutations.  

7. After network drivers are functional, update the software – but do not update to 12.04 LTS.  
8. After the updates, install ‘chromium’, ‘vim’, and ‘openssh’. These are not specifically needed for 

the build environment, but are just a good practice to install.  

Step 6.3: Install Oracle Java 6 
Oracle and Ubuntu have been unable to come to some agreement that allows easy access to the Oracle 
Java packages. There have been a number of workarounds that provided some level of function but 
invariably have been broken by Oracle. Fundamentally, Oracle wants everybody who uses Oracle Java to 
download it from them directly, and explicitly agree to their license terms – which is not that onerous. 
However Oracle frustratingly does not provide an Ubuntu or Debian installer for Java, so we have to deal 
with a ‘.bin’ download.  

1. Download the 64 bit Java 1.6 ‘.bin’ package from http://java.com/en/download/manual.jsp into 
the Downloads directory. 

2. Uninstall an OpenJDK packages 
3. Remove the OpenJDK packages: 

cd ~/ 
sudo apt-get remove openjdk* 
sudo apt-get autoremove 

1. Unpack the Download the newest Java 6 JDK from java.sun.com, with the ‘.bin’ extension.  

cd ~/Downloads 
chmod +x jdk-6u34-linux-x64.bin 
./jdk-6u34-linux-x64.bin 

2. This will expand the JDK into a directory of the same name in the Downloads directory, and then 
attempt to open a license agreement in a browser. You can cancel out of this at this point.  We 
will now move the JDK to a more useful location. 

mv jdk1.6.0_34 ../bin/. 

3. The last thing we need to do is edit the ‘.bashrc’ file to include the JDK in the path. 

cd ~/ 
vim .bashrc 

4. Scroll to the bottom, and append the following line to the end of the file 
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 PATH=~/bin/jdk1.6.0_34/bin:$PATH 

4. Open a new terminal window. Confirm that the correct Java package is found on the path 

java -version 

5. The response should provide versioning information that matches the Oracle JRE installation 
packages. If it does not, and provides information that appears to be from OpenJDK – this needs 
to be resolved before going forward.  

Step 6.4: Install Base Build Packages 
The AOSP build environment has a number of package dependencies. These are addressed by the 
following steps: 

1. Open a terminal window. 
2. Install baseline packages: 

sudo apt-get install git-core gnupg flex bison gperf build-essential \ 
  zip curl zlib1g-dev libc6-dev lib32ncurses5-dev ia32-libs \ 
  x11proto-core-dev libx11-dev lib32readline5-dev lib32z-dev \ 
  libgl1-mesa-dev g++-multilib mingw32 tofrodos python-markdown \ 
  libxml2-utils xsltproc 

3. If there are install issues, this step can be repeated without any negative impacts.  

Step 6.5: Install Android SDK 
This process defines the installation process for the Android SDK on the build platform. This also 
happens to be the Google supported process to ensure a working adb client, and fastboot client from a 
trusted source.  

1. Download the SDK package from http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html to Downloads.   
2. Unpack the SDK. 

cd ~/Downloads 
tar –xvf android-sdk*.tgz 

3. Move the resulting SDK to an appropriate directory. 

mv -r android-sdk-linux ~/. 

4. Update your “.bashrc” file to add the following to your PATH line. 
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PATH=~/bin:~/android-sdk-linux/tools:~/android-sdk-linux/platform-tools:$PATH 

5. Update the SDK.  

cd ~/android-sdk-linux 
tools/android update sdk 

6. After selecting the updates and downloading, exit the SDK interface. Validate the install. 

adb status 

7. The response should display the ADB help page. 

Step 6.6: Configure USB / Verify ADB 
This process defines the configuration changes needed so that your build system recognizes your Nexus 
device, and allows your build user access to that device. Note – This will change as Nexus devices are 
released by Google. Refer to http://source.android.com/source/initializing.html for updated instructions 
and updated idVendor / idProduct values (for new devices). Currently defined devices should not 
change.  

1. Create the AOSP device file: 

cd /etc/udev/rules.d 
sudo vim 51-android.rules 

2. Paste the following content into the file. Each device has two lines – One for ADB mode and one 
for Fastboot mode. Technically it is only necessary to install the lines that appropriate to your 
device, but generally including all nexus devices is better practice. Note – as new Nexus devices 
are announced, this list will be updated at the source.google.com reference.  

# adb protocol on passion (Nexus One) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e12", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on passion (Nexus One) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0bb4", ATTR{idProduct}=="0fff", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on crespo/crespo4g (Nexus S) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e22", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on crespo/crespo4g (Nexus S) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e20", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
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# adb protocol on stingray/wingray (Xoom) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="22b8", ATTR{idProduct}=="70a9", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on stingray/wingray (Xoom) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="708c", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on maguro/toro (Galaxy Nexus) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="04e8", ATTR{idProduct}=="6860", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on maguro/toro (Galaxy Nexus) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e30", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d101", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d022", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# usbboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d00f", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# usbboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard ES) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d010", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on grouper (Nexus 7) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e42", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on grouper (Nexus 7) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e40", MODE="0600", 

OWNER="<username>" 

3. Update the content and replace <username> with the name of your build user, leaving the 
quotes. For example, if your build user name was ‘joeuser’, the result is OWNER= “joeuser” at 
the end of each line. After completion, write the file out. 

4. Restart udev and adb 

sudo service udev restart 
sudo killall adb 

5. Plug the Nexus device into the build platform USB. The device should be listed after this 
command. 

adb devices 



6.  If the device is not recognized, edit the ‘/etc/udev/rules.d/51-android.rules’ file. 
Change the appropriate device adb MODE to 0666, and restart udev and adb. If there 
are still issues check the ownership of the same file and confirm that it is ‘root:root’.  

Step 7.0: Download AOSP Source 
In this step we actually have to make a decision on our workflow. Specifically there are three options for 
managing the AOSP source. These options assume that there will be many builds, many variations and 
many false starts in the process – but fundamentally only one source tree. 

a) Download the AOSP source from Google every time you build a variation on the AOSP tree. Not 
recommended. Downloading the AOSP source generally takes hours and significant bandwidth. 
Pick one of the other options. 

b) Download the AOSP source tree from Google, and make a ‘.tgz’ archive of the directory as your 
baseline for new builds. On a regular basis, this archive can be unpacked, updated and repacked 
to bring your baseline up to date. Packing and unpacking a tgz file of this size is slow, but much 
faster than downloading each time. The archive takes about 14GB of space to keep around.  

c) Download a mirror of the AOSP source to function as a local staging point for new builds. 
Provides the cleanest and fastest build process, but also uses the most amount of disk space. On 
the order of an additional 17GB. It still works on 100GB partition, but cuts into your free space 
considerably. Since the mirror is installed as the ‘su’ user, and builds are done at the normal user 
level the mirror is less susceptible to being corrupted by user level processes.  

The steps below are written around the local mirror of the AOSP, since this it does provide the best 
performance and workflow. 

Note – When looking for specific Android branch and tag descriptors, reference 
https://android.googlesource.com . The tags shown below reflect the current version as of 2012 
October.  

Step 7.1: Install Repo 
1. Get Repo – Although the Google build instructions place the repo script in the ~/bin directory, 

we also copy it to /usr/local/bin in order to more effectively support a mirror repository.  Note – 
As part of the build process, repo will occasionally update. Since the mirror repository is 
implemented as su and the local repository as your non-su user,  we have two separate copies 
of repo in the respective locations – instead of a soft link to the primary. 

mkdir ~/bin 
curl https://dl-ssl.google.com/dl/googlesource/git-repo/repo > ~/bin/repo 
cd ~/bin 
chmod a+x ./repo 
sudo cp ./repo /usr/local/bin/. 

2. Edit  “.bashrc” in your home directory and append the PATH statement to make the ~/bin 
directory path change persistent. 

https://android.googlesource.com/�


PATH=~/bin:$PATH 

Step 7.2: Download AOSP Mirror 
This process defines the process for creating a local mirror repository for the AOSP. In general this is 
good practice if you have the storage space. The mirror (at this time) takes about 14GB of storage, but it 
provides a few key advantages. These include: a) one time updates from the Google AOSP servers for 
multiple projects, b) a privilege protected local repository, c) a much faster source to build a new project 
from.  

Process 
1. Setup local mirror. Note that all operations are ‘su’ operations. This prevents the build user from 

inadvertently corrupting the mirror repository. 

sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/aosp/mirror 
cd /usr/local/aosp/mirror 
sudo repo init -u https://android.googlesource.com/mirror/manifest --mirror 
sudo repo sync 

2. Once the mirror is synced, new clients can be created from it. Note that it's important to specify 
an absolute path. Note – there will be errors on the repo sync since some of the branches are 
vendor locked (i.e. Motorola / Honeycomb / v3.x), but these can be ignored since we are using 
versions 4.x or newer.  

3. A build directory can be initialized with: 

repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync 

4. A local kernel build (e.g. Nexus 7 – grouper) can be initialized with: 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/kernel/tegra 
git checkout android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr0 

5. Note – Update workflow requires that you update the mirror first with ‘sudo repo sync’ in the 
mirror directory, followed by ‘repo sync’ in each project directory to reflect any updates to 
respective projects. 

Step 7.3: Initialize Build from AOSP Mirror 
Now that we have a mirror of the AOSP code tree on the local system, we can build our working build 
directory from that local mirror much faster than loading from GoogleSource. Note the reference to the 
absolute directory path – if you used a different directory for your source, or it is on a network share, 
change it accordingly. 



1. A build directory can be initialized with: 

repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync 

2. A local kernel build (e.g. Nexus 7 – grouper) can be initialized with: 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/kernel/tegra 
git checkout android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr0 

3. Note – Update workflow requires that you update the mirror first with ‘sudo repo sync’ in the 
mirror directory, followed by a ‘repo sync’ in each project directory. 

Step 8.0: Build AOSP for Emulator 
This process defines how to build the baseline AOSP code for the emulator.  It is a good validation that 
everything is setup correctly. 

Step 8.1: Build for ARM Emulator 
1. Environment Setup – from inside the source tree. 

. build/envsetup.sh 

2. Pick a Target - pick full-eng for emulator 

lunch 

3. Building Code. The ‘j’ parameter specifies the number of make threads. There are some cases 
where –j1 (single threading) will have fewer faults. This can occur when there are some 
dependencies faults in the build process. I have not actually seen this happen in the AOSP 
baseline code. A rule of thumb is to specify ‘jxx’ at twice the number of cores or threads your 
build system supports. For example my build system has an Intel i7 quad core with 16GB of 
RAM, and I use –j32 for most of my builds. The default (if not specified) is –j4.   

make -j4 

4. When it completes, there should be some indication if it succeeded or if it failed. Note the exit 
code.  

Step 8.2: Confirm build on Native Emulator 
1. Running the Emulator. After a build, the paths and parameters are all defined so that the 

emulator can be launched with the completed build with: 



emulator –show-kernel 

2. If the emulator or images are not found, try the following (from the build directory): 

. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full-eng 
emulator –show-kernel 

3. Note – on the first run of the emulator on a new build, it will take much longer since the 
emulator is building the system cache. Be patient and let it complete. Unless the kernel 
messages show a kernel panic, in which case the build crashed out. 

Step 8.3: Package Emulator Image / Validate Portability 
This process defines how to archive and move a set of build images to some other system (portably) and 
run those images on an emulator on that system. This enables you to have an AOSP build system – 
which is generally going to be a fairly high powered system, and also have a separate Android SDK 
system for application / tool development while using the same emulator images.  

1. Build an emulator on the build system. 
2. From the build directory navigate to the build images at ‘out/….. 

mkdir emulator 
cd emulator 
cp ../out/target/product/generic/*.img . 
cp ../prebuilts/qemu-kernel/arm/kernel* . 
zip <emulator-name>.zip * 

3. Copy the archive image to your Windows SDK system 
4. Expand the archive image. Create a file named ‘run-emulator.cmd’ in the archive directory with 

the following: 

echo on 

rem – skindir must point to your skindir 

set skindir=S:\Android\android-sdk\platforms\android-17\skins 

set skin=WSVGA 

rem set skin=WXGA800-7in 

set scale=1.0 

 

call emulator -sysdir %CD% -system system.img -ramdisk ramdisk.img -data userdata.img -kernel kernel-

qemu-armv7 -skindir %skindir% -skin %skin% -scale %scale% -partition-size 512 -dns-server 8.8.8.8 -

show-kernel -qemu -cpu cortex-a8 



 

pause 

5. On a Windows system: Run ‘run-emulator.cmd’ and it should launch the emulator. 

Step 9.0: Build AOSP for Nexus 7 (grouper) 
After a successful build for the emulator and validation on a Windows platform, this build image 
confirms that the build platform and AOSP build tree are functionally and operationally valid. From that 
we progress to the next logical step; building the standard AOSP for a supported Nexus device – the 
Nexus7 (grouper).  

Step 9.1: Configure / Build for Grouper 
It should be noted that in the recent past (prior to 4.0), it was possible to build a Nexus device image 
from AOSP only. With 4.0 select devices could be built from AOSP only (but these builds were not 
supported by Google), but as of AOSP 4.1.2 it is necessary to install the proprietary binary drivers to 
ensure the built image loads / functions. As a result this section has become much abbreviated.  

1. Download the binaries for your Nexus device at 
https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers 

2. Expand the .tgz files. They should produce .sh files. Copy these .sh files to the root directory of 
the  build project. 

3. Run each one of the .sh files, and accept the license.  
4. Run ‘make clobber’ to ensure the binary directories are integrated in the build process. 

make clobber 
. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full_grouper-userdebug 
make –j16 

5. Note – Installing the binary drivers through this mechanism is the official path for driver 
installation. Unfortunately, most Android devices do not have binary drivers available and it is 
necessary to extract the files from the device using ‘extract-files.sh’ in combination with 
‘proprietary-blobs.txt’. This is the method used for the device trees in the CyanogenMod 
project.  

Step 9.3: Install / Test build on Grouper device  
This process defines the process to flash an image after a successful AOSP build. It is currently trivial, but 
this will be expanded when I integrate the process for image packaging. 

1. After a device build has successfully completed, put the device in bootloader mode. Connect the 
Nexus device to the build system. 

fastboot –w flashall 

https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers�


2. When completed it should reboot.  

Step 10.0: Build / Integrate Custom Grouper Kernel  
This process defines the process to building a kernel for a device from source. In Android Jellybean the 
kernel source is running over 10 million lines of code. This will take a little while.  

Note – Before you start, you will want to check the source tree at https://android.googlesource.com/ to 
verify the latest version of the kernel. 

Step 10.1 : Download Grouper Kernel Source 
1. Make a target build directory 

mkdir kernel-working 
cd kernel-working 

2. Get the prebuilt cross compiler 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/prebuilt 
export PATH=$(pwd)/prebuilt/linux-x86/toolchain/arm-eabi-4.4.3/bin:$PATH 

3. Export some build parameters. 

export ARCH=arm 
export SUBARCH=arm 
export CROSS_COMPILE=arm-eabi- 

4. A local kernel build (e.g. Nexus 7 – grouper) can be initialized with: 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/kernel/tegra 
cd tegra 
git checkout android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr1 

Step 10.2: Build / Install Grouper Kernel into Grouper AOSP Build 
1. Build the kernel. 

cd kernel-working 
make tegra3_android_defconfig 
make 

2. The resulting kernel will be located at ‘arch/arm/boot/zImage’. It will need to be renamed and 
copied into your AOSP build tree. Note – since this is not typically a modular kernel, it should 
indicate ‘0 modules’ after the kernel message. 

https://android.googlesource.com/�


cd arch/arm/boot 
mv zImage kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz 
cp kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper/. 

3. This will name the kernel in a sufficiently unique way and copy it to the device build directory. 

Step 10.3: Update / Install Grouper AOSP Build 
1. In order to integrate this into the build (from the aosp-build directory): 

cd <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper 
mv kernel kernel-aosp-grouper-baseline 
cp kernel-grouper-customer-2012-qaz kernel 

2. Rebuild the AOSP.  
3. After the build is completed, the new kernel should be in the image files. 

Step 11.0/12.0: Building SEAndroid 

SEAndroid 
SEAndroid is Android with a few select patches that result in a Security Enhanced Android (SEAndroid) 
that happens to be closely aligned with the SELinux functionality that was originally released to the open 
source world by the NSA in 2002 (need reference). For further information please reference the 
SEAndroid page listed below.  

In Appendix A we have two relatively long recipes that (respectively) provide instructions on how to 
build SEAndroid for the emulator, and the Nexus 7 device.  

At this point, the SEAndroid project is promising but work needs to be done to evolve this into a more 
robust, and transparent security capability.  

References 
- http://selinuxproject.org/page/SEAndroid   
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Appendix A – AOSP Recipes 
The sections below provide a number of standalone recipes that are part of the AOSP build process. As a 
general rule these recipes do not provide prerequisites, and it is assumed the user knows when and 
where these recipes should be applied. If you are not sure, be appropriately cautious.  

Build Platform Oracle Java Install 

Overview  
This process defines the installation process for installing the Sun / Oracle Java 6 JRE / JDK on the build 
platform. Although this would seem to be intuitive and it should be relatively easy, the current licensing 
/ litigation environment around Oracle Java has turned this into a very indirect process. 

The current version of the Java 6 JDK is ‘’ and is reflected in the instructions below. If you use an 
different version, modify accordingly. At this time it is located at 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javasebusiness/downloads/java-archive-downloads-javase6-
419409.html and titled ‘ jdk-6u34-linux-x64.bin’. 

Process 
1. Remove the OpenJDK packages: 

cd ~/ 
sudo apt-get remove openjdk* 
sudo apt-get autoremove 

2. Download the newest Java 6 JDK from java.sun.com, with the ‘.bin’ extension. By default it 
should be in the Downloads directory. 

cd ~/Downloads 
chmod +x jdk-6u34-linux-x64.bin 
./jdk-6u34-linux-x64.bin 

3. This will expand the JDK into a directory of the same name in the Downloads directory, and then 
attempt to open a license agreement in a browser. You can cancel out of this at this point.  We 
will now move the JDK to a more useful location. 

mv jdk1.6.0_34 ../bin/. 

4. The last thing we need to do is edit the ‘.bashrc’ file to include the JDK in the path. 

cd ~/ 
vim .bashrc 

5. Scroll to the bottom, and append the following line to the end of the file 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javasebusiness/downloads/java-archive-downloads-javase6-419409.html�
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 PATH=~/bin/jdk1.6.0_34/bin:$PATH 

6. Open a new terminal window and enter  

java –version  

7. It should reflect some variation of Java 1.6-34. If not review the steps and correct 

Validation 

cd ~/ 
java -version 

References 
- http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javasebusiness/downloads/java-archive-downloads-

javase6-419409.html#jdk-6u34-oth-JPR 

Build  Platform Base Package Installation 

Overview  
This process defines the installation of the core platform build packages and the AOSP repo script.  

Process 
1. Install baseline packages 

sudo apt-get install git-core gnupg flex bison gperf build-essential \ 
  zip curl zlib1g-dev libc6-dev lib32ncurses5-dev ia32-libs \ 
  x11proto-core-dev libx11-dev lib32readline5-dev lib32z-dev \ 
  libgl1-mesa-dev g++-multilib mingw32 tofrodos python-markdown \ 
  libxml2-utils xsltproc 

2. Get Repo – Although the Google build instructions place the repo script in the ~/bin directory, 
we also copy it to /usr/local/bin in order to more effectively support a mirror repository.  Note – 
As part of the build process, repo will occasionally update. Since the mirror repository is 
implemented as su and the local repository as your non-su user,  we have two separate copies 
of repo in the respective locations – instead of a soft link to the primary. 

mkdir ~/bin 
curl https://dl-ssl.google.com/dl/googlesource/git-repo/repo > ~/bin/repo 
cd ~/bin 
chmod a+x ./repo 
sudo cp ./repo /usr/local/bin/. 
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3. Edit  “.bashrc” in your home directory and append the PATH statement to make the ~/bin 
directory path change persistent. 

PATH=~/bin:$PATH 

References 
- http://source.android.com/source/initializing.html  

Build System Android SDK Installation 

Overview  
This process defines the installation process for the Android SDK on the build platform. 

Process 
1. Download the SDK package from http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html to Downloads.   
2. Unpack the SDK. 

cd ~/Downloads 
tar –xvf android-sdk*.tgz 

3. Move the resulting SDK to an appropriate directory. 

mv -r android-sdk-linux ~/. 

4. Update your “.bashrc” file to add the following to your PATH line. 

PATH=~/bin:~/android-sdk-linux/tools:~/android-sdk-linux/platform-tools:$PATH 

5. Update the SDK.  

cd ~/android-sdk-linux 
tools/android update sdk’ 

6. After selecting the updates and downloading, exit the SDK interface. Validate the install. 

adb status 

Reference 
- http://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html 
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Build Platform USB Configuration 

Overview  
This process defines the configuration changes needed so that your build system recognizes your Nexus 
device, and allows your build user access to that device. 

Process 
1. Create the AOSP device file: 

cd /etc/udev/rules.d 
sudo vim 51-android.rules 

2. Paste the following content into the file. Each device has two lines – One for ADB mode and one 
for Fastboot mode. Technically it is only necessary to install the lines that appropriate to your 
device, but generally including all nexus devices is better practice. Note – as new Nexus devices 
are announced, this list will be updated at the source.google.com reference.  

# adb protocol on passion (Nexus One) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e12", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on passion (Nexus One) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0bb4", ATTR{idProduct}=="0fff", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on crespo/crespo4g (Nexus S) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e22", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on crespo/crespo4g (Nexus S) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e20", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on stingray/wingray (Xoom) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="22b8", ATTR{idProduct}=="70a9", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on stingray/wingray (Xoom) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="708c", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on maguro/toro (Galaxy Nexus) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="04e8", ATTR{idProduct}=="6860", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on maguro/toro (Galaxy Nexus) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e30", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d101", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 



# fastboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d022", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# usbboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d00f", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# usbboot protocol on panda (PandaBoard ES) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0451", ATTR{idProduct}=="d010", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# adb protocol on grouper (Nexus 7) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e42", MODE="0600", 
OWNER="<username>" 
# fastboot protocol on grouper (Nexus 7) 
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", ATTR{idProduct}=="4e40", MODE="0600", 

OWNER="<username>" 

3. Update the content and replace <username> with the name of your build user, leaving the 
quotes. For example, if your build user name was ‘joeuser’, the result is OWNER= “joeuser” at 
the end of each line. After completion, write the file out. 

4. Restart udev and adb 

sudo service udev restart 
sudo killall adb 

5. Plug the Nexus device into the build platform USB. The device should be listed after this 
command. 

adb devices 

6.  If the device is not recognized, edit the ‘/etc/udev/rules.d/51-android.rules’ file. Change the 
appropriate device adb MODE to 0666, and restart udev and adb. If there are still issues check 
the ownership of the same file and cofirm that it is ‘root:root’.  

Validation 

adb devices 

References 
- http://source.android.com/source/initializing.html 
- http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1796109 
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Build Platform Local Mirror Repository 

Overview  
This process defines the process for creating a local mirror repository for the AOSP. In general this is 
good practice if you have the storage space. The mirror (at this time) takes about 14GB of storage, but it 
provides a few key advantages. These include: a) one time updates from the Google AOSP servers for 
multiple projects, b) a privilege protected local repository, c) a much faster source to build a new project 
from.  

Process 
1. Setup local mirror. Note that all operations are ‘su’ operations. This prevents the build user from 

inadvertently corrupting the mirror repository. 

sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/aosp/mirror 
cd /usr/local/aosp/mirror 
sudo repo init -u https://android.googlesource.com/mirror/manifest --mirror 
sudo repo sync 

2. Once the mirror is synced, new clients can be created from it. Note that it's important to specify 
an absolute path. Note – there will be errors on the repo sync since some of the branches are 
vendor locked, but these can be ignored.  

3. A build directory can be initialized with: 

repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync 

4. A local kernel build (e.g. Nexus 7 – grouper) can be initialized with: 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/kernel/tegra 
git checkout android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr0 

5. Note – Update workflow requires that you update the mirror first with ‘sudo repo sync’ in the 
mirror directory, followed by a ‘repo sync’ in each project directory. 

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/downloading.html 
- http://source.android.com/source/building-kernels.html 
- https://android.googlesource.com/kernel/tegra 

Initialize Build from Local Mirror 

Overview  
This process defines the process for initializing a build project from a local mirror at 
/usr/local/aosp/mirror.  
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Process 
1. Once the mirror repository is synced, new build projects can be created from it. Note that it's 

important to specify an absolute path: 

mkdir -p ~/aosp-working 
cd ~/aosp-working 
repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync –j32 

2. Note – branches are listed under /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git/refs/heads 

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/building.html 

Initialize Build from GoogleSource 

Overview  
This process defines the process for initializing a build project from GoogleSource. This process is 
relative slow since the repository is large and has many files. I strongly recommend that if you are 
serious about building Android, you setup a local mirror to save yourself time and frustration. 

Process 
1. Initializing the Build Directory from GoogleSource. This will be slow since the repository is large.  

mkdir aosb-working 
cd aosb-working 
repo init -u https://android.googlesource.com/platform/manifest 
repo sync 

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/building.html 

Build AOSP for ARM Emulator 

Overview  
This process defines how to build the baseline AOSP code for the emulator.  It is a good validation that 
everything is setup correctly. 

Process 
1. Environment Setup – from inside the source tree. 

. build/envsetup.sh 

2. Pick a Target - pick full-eng for emulator 
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lunch 

3. Building Code. The ‘j’ parameter specifies the number of make threads. There are some cases 
where –j1 (single threading) will have fewer faults. This can occur when there are some 
dependencies faults in the build process. I have not actually seen this happen in the AOSP 
baseline code. A rule of thumb is to specify ‘jxx’ at twice the number of cores or threads your 
build system supports. For example my build system has an Intel i7 quad core with 16GB of 
RAM, and I use –j32 for most of my builds. The default (if not specified) is –j4.   

make -j4 

4. Running the Emulator. After a build, the paths and parameters are all defined so that the 
emulator can be launched with the completed build with: 

emulator –show-kernel 

5. If the emulator or images are not found, try the following (from the build directory): 

. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full-eng 
emulator –show-kernel 

6. Note – on the first run of the emulator on a new build, it will take much longer since the 
emulator is building the system cache. Be patient and let it complete. Unless the kernel 
messages show a kernel panic, in which case the build crashed out. 

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/building.html 

Using AOSP Emulator Image Portably 

Overview  
This process defines how to archive and move a set of build images to some other system (portably) and 
run those images on an emulator on that system. This enables you to have an AOSP build system – 
which is generally going to be a fairly high powered system, and also have a separate Android SDK 
system for application / tool development while using the same emulator images.  

Process 
1. Build an emulator on the build system. 
2. From the build directory navigate to the build images at ‘out/….. 

http://source.android.com/source/building.html�


mkdir emulator 
cd emulator 
cp ../out/target/product/generic/*.img . 
cp ../prebuilts/qemu-kernel/arm/kernel* . 
zip <emulator-name>.zip * 

3. Copy the archive image to your Windows SDK system 
4. Expand the archive image. Create a file named ‘run-emulator.cmd’ in the archive directory with 

the following: 

echo on 
rem – skindir must point to your skindir 
set skindir=S:\Android\android-sdk\platforms\android-16\skins 
set skin=HVGA 
call emulator -sysdir %CD% -system system.img -ramdisk ramdisk.img -data 
userdata.img -kernel kernel-qemu-armv7 -skindir %skindir% -skin %skin% 
pause 

5. Run ‘run-emulator.cmd’ and it should launch the emulator. 

Reference 
- http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9022750/how-to-run-emulator-after-finishing-building-

the-android-source-code 
- http://developer.android.com/tools/help/emulator.html 

Building AOSP Kernel 

Overview  
This process defines the process to building a kernel for a device from source. In Android Jellybean the 
kernel source is running over 10 million lines of code. This will take a little while. 

Process 
1. Make a target build directory 

mkdir kernel-working 
cd kernel-working 

2. Get the prebuilt cross compiler 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/prebuilt 
export PATH=$(pwd)/prebuilt/linux-x86/toolchain/arm-eabi-4.4.3/bin:$PATH 

3. Export some build parameters. 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9022750/how-to-run-emulator-after-finishing-building-the-android-source-code�
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export ARCH=arm 
export SUBARCH=arm 
export CROSS_COMPILE=arm-eabi- 

4. A local kernel build (e.g. Nexus 7 – grouper) can be initialized with: 

git clone /usr/local/aosp/mirror/kernel/tegra 
cd tegra 
git checkout android-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr1 

5. Build 

make tegra3_android_defconfig 
make 

6. The resulting kernel will be located at ‘arch/arm/boot/zImage’. It will need to be renamed and 
copied into your AOSP build tree. Note – since this is not typically a modular kernel, it should 
indicate ‘0 modules’ after the kernel message. 

cd arch/arm/boot 
mv zImage kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz 
cp kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper/. 

7. This will name the kernel in a sufficiently unique way and copy it to the device build directory. 
8. In order to integrate this into the build (from the aosp-build directory): 

cd <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper 
mv kernel kernel-aosp-grouper-baseline 
cp kernel-grouper-customer-2012-qaz kernel 

9. Rebuild the AOSP.  
10. After the build is completed, the new kernel should be in the image files. This can be verified by 

the kernel version name in the ‘Settings/About Tablet’ and build date/time. 

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/building-kernels.html 
- http://selinuxproject.org/page/SEAndroid 

Installing Binary Drivers in Build Process 

Overview  
This process defines how to include Nexus binary drivers in a build image.  

http://source.android.com/source/building-kernels.html�
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Process 
1. Download the binaries for your Nexus device at 

https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers 
2. Expand the .tgz files. They should produce .sh files. Copy these .sh files to the root directory of 

the  build project. 

repo start bin-drivers --all 
repo checkout bin-drivers 

3. Run each one of the .sh files, and accept the license.  
4. Run ‘make clobber’ to ensure the binary directories are integrated in the build process. 

make clobber 
. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full_grouper-userdebug 
make –j16 

5. Note – Installing the binary drivers through this mechanism is the official path for driver 
installation. Unfortunately, most Android devices do not have binary drivers available and it is 
necessary to extract the files from the device using ‘extract-files.sh’ in combination with 
‘proprietary-blobs.txt’. This is the method used for the device trees in the CyanogenMod 
project.  

Reference 
- https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers 
- http://source.android.com/source/building-devices.html 
- http://grokbase.com/t/gg/android-building/124er8w604/how-to-do-a-rollback 

Installing Kernel in Build Process 

Overview  
This process defines how a newly built kernel is integrated into the AOSP build tree to replace the 
baseline binary kernel. The ability to build a functional kernel and integrate it into the entire build tree 
provides a much great opportunity for system development than just the AOSP build tree. This capability 
is why SEAndroid can exist as open source. Of course this is also required according to the GNU license 
for the Linux kernel, but most commercial companies generally make this process extremely difficult – 
and Google does not (make it difficult).  

Process 
1. Move to the root of your kernel build directory. 
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cd arch/arm/boot 
mv zImage kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz 
cp kernel-grouper-custom-2012-qaz <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper/. 

2. This will name the kernel in a sufficiently unique way and copy it to the device build directory. 
3. In order to integrate this into the build (from the aosp-build directory): 

cd <aosp-build-dir>/devices/asus/grouper 
mv kernel kernel-aosp-grouper-baseline 
cp kernel-grouper-customer-2012-qaz kernel 

4. Do our normal build. 

. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full_grouper-userdebug 
make 

5. After the build the new kernel should be in the image files. When you flash the new image, the 
kernel name will include the name of your build machine on the Android about page.  This will 
allow you to confirm it installed in the image. 

Reference 
- none 

Flashing AOSP Image 

Overview  
This process defines the process to flash an image after a successful AOSP build. It is currently trivial, but 
this will be expanded when I integrate the process for image packaging. 

Process 
1. After a device build has successfully completed, put the device in bootloader mode. Connect the 

Nexus device to the build system. 

fastboot –w flashall 

2. When completed it should reboot.  

Reference 
- http://source.android.com/source/building-devices.html 
- http://mobisocial.stanford.edu/news/2011/02/yet-another-tutorial-on-building-android-from-

sources/ 
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Build SE Android for Emulator 

Overview  
The overall process is based on the premise that SE Android development is done relative to the master 
branch of AOSP, with our changes on a SEAndroid branch. The overall process is: 

- Create an AOSP baseline from GoogleSource (or mirror) 
- Build and validate for the emulator (confirm baseline and build system) 
- Apply the seandroid manifest and patch source from bitbucket 
- Build new kernel / AOSP and validate on emulator 

Process 
1. Create a directory for the SEAndroid manifest, and download the manifest 

mkdir seandroid 
cd seandroid 
git clone https://bitbucket.org/seandroid/manifests.git 
cd manifests 

2. Edit ‘local_manifest.xml’ and replace the string ‘seandroid-tegra-moto-2.6.39-jb-mr0’with 
‘seandroid-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr1’. This updates the manifest file so that the tegra3 kernel 
points to the Grouper code branch versus the Motorola Xoom (stingray). The most current 
version of the kernel can be confirmed at https://bitbucket.org/seandroid/kernel-tegra/src  

3. A build directory can be initialized with: 

mkdir working-seandroid 
cd working-seandroid 
repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync 

4. Copy the SEAndroid manifest to the working directory, and patch the baseline 

cp ~/seandroid/manifests/local_manifest.xml ~/working-seandroid/.repo/. 
cd working-seandroid 
repo sync 

5. Build the patched emulator (goldfish) kernel 

export PREFIX=~/working-seandroid 
cd $PREFIX/kernel/goldfish 
make ARCH=arm goldfish_armv7_defconfig 
make ARCH=arm CROSS_COMPILE=$PREFIX/prebuilts/gcc/linux-x86/arm/arm-eabi-4.6/bin/arm-eabi- 

https://bitbucket.org/seandroid/manifests.git�
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6. When finished get a copy of the kernel and name it appropriately. 

cd ~/working-seandroid 
cp /kernel/goldfish/arch/arm/boot/zImage kernel-goldfish-armv7-seandroid 

7. Build the patched AOSP for goldfish 

source build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full-eng 
export HAVE_SELINUX=true 
make HAVE_SELINUX=true 

8. Package the build (portably) 

mkdir emulator 
cd emulator 
mv ../kernel-goldfish-armv7-seandroid . 
cp ../out/target/product/generic/*.img . 
cp ../prebuilts/qemu-kernel/arm/kernel* . 
zip seandroid-goldfish-yyyymmdd.zip * 

9. Copy the archive image to your Windows SDK system 
10. Expand the archive image. Create a file named ‘run-emulator.cmd’ in the archive directory with 

the following: 

echo on 
rem – skindir must point to your skindir 
set skindir=S:\Android\android-sdk\platforms\android-16\skins 
set skin=HVGA 
call emulator -sysdir %CD% -system system.img -ramdisk ramdisk.img -data 
userdata.img -kernel kernel-goldfish-armv7-seandroid -skindir %skindir% -skin 
%skin% 
pause 

11. On a Windows system: Run ‘run-emulator.cmd’ and it should launch the emulator. 

Validation 

References 
- http://selinuxproject.org/page/SEAndroid 
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Build SE Android for Grouper 

Overview  
The overall process is based on the premise that SE Android development is done relative to the master 
branch of AOSP, with our changes on a seandroid branch. The overall process is: 

- Create an AOSP baseline from GoogleSource (or mirror) 
- Build and validate for the emulator (confirm baseline and build system) 
- Apply the seandroid manifest and patch source from bitbucket 
- Build new kernel / AOSP and validate on emulator 

Process 
1. Create a directory for the SEAndroid manifest, and download the manifest 

mkdir seandroid 
cd seandroid 
git clone https://bitbucket.org/seandroid/manifests.git 
cd manifests 

2. Edit ‘local_manifest.xml’ and replace the string ‘seandroid-tegra-moto-2.6.39-jb-mr0’with 
‘seandroid-tegra3-grouper-3.1-jb-mr1’. This updates the manifest file so that the tegra3 kernel 
points to the Grouper code branch versus the Motorola Xoom (stingray). 

3. A build directory can be initialized with: 

mkdir working-seandroid 
cd working-seandroid 
repo init -u /usr/local/aosp/mirror/platform/manifest.git 
repo sync 

4. Download and install the binary drivers for grouper: Download the binaries for your Nexus 
device at https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers 

5. Expand the .tgz files. They should produce .sh files. Copy these .sh files to the root directory of 
the  build project. 

6. Run each one of the .sh files, and accept the license.  
7. Run ‘make clobber’ to ensure the binary directories are integrated in the build process. 

make clobber 
. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch full_grouper-userdebug 
make –j16 

8. After a device build has successfully completed, put the device in bootloader mode. Connect the 
Nexus device to the build system. 

https://bitbucket.org/seandroid/manifests.git�
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fastboot –w flashall 

9. When completed it should reboot. Confirm the build and install was successful. If it was, 
continue with the SEAndroid patches. If not, there is no point in continuing forward. 

10. This is also a good point to make an installable archive of the build. From the build directory: 

mkdir fastboot 
cd fastboot 
cp /out/target/product/grouper/*.img . 

11. Create a file named ‘android-info.txt’. Put the following in the file: 
a. require board=grouper 
b. save and exit. Compress the file with 
c. zip grouper-<romname>.zip * 

12. Flash the ROM to a device from the fastboot interface with: 

fastboot erase boot 
fastboot erase cache 
fastboot erase recovery 
fastboot erase system 
fastboot erase userdata 
fastboot reboot-bootloader 
fastboot –w update grouper-<romname>.zip 

13. This erases all of the partitions except the bootloader, reboots and flashes the ROM update.  
14. --- AOSP Grouper Build Validated --- 
15. Update to SEAndroid: Copy the SEAndroid manifest to the working directory, and patch the 

baseline 

cp ~/seandroid/manifests/local_manifest.xml ~/working-seandroid/.repo/. 
cd working-seandroid 
repo sync 

16. Build the patched grouper kernel 

export PREFIX=~/working-seandroid 
cd $PREFIX/kernel/tegra 
make ARCH=arm tegra3_android_defconfig 

make ARCH=arm CROSS_COMPILE=$PREFIX/prebuilts/gcc/linux-x86/arm/arm-eabi-4.6/bin/arm-eabi- 

17. When finished get a copy of the kernel and name it appropriately. 



cd ~/working-seandroid 
cp /kernel/tegra/arch/arm/boot/zImage kernel-grouper-armv7-seandroid 
cp kernel-grouper-armv7-seandroid device/asus/grouper/. 
cd device/asus/grouper 
mv kernel kernel-baseline 
cp kernel-grouper-armv7-seandroid kernel 

18. Build the patched AOSP for grouper 

cd ~/working-seandroid  
. build/envsetup.sh 
lunch grouper-userdebug 
export HAVE_SELINUX=true 
make HAVE_SELINUX=true 

19. After a device build has successfully completed, put the device in bootloader mode. Connect the 
Nexus device to the build system. 

fastboot –w flashall 

20. When completed it should reboot. Confirm the build and install was successful. If it was, 
continue with the SEAndroid patches. If not, there is no point in continuing forward. 

21. This is also a good point to make an installable archive of the build. From the build directory: 

mkdir fastboot 
cd fastboot 
cp /out/target/product/grouper/*.img . 

22. Create a file named ‘android-info.txt’. Put the following in the file: 
a. require board=grouper 
b. save and exit. Compress the file with 
c. zip grouper-<romname>.zip * 

23. Flash the ROM to a device from the fastboot interface with: 

fastboot erase boot 
fastboot erase cache 
fastboot erase recovery 
fastboot erase system 
fastboot erase userdata 
fastboot reboot-bootloader 
fastboot –w update grouper-<romname>.zip 



24. This erases all of the partitions except the bootloader, reboots and flashes the ROM update.  

Validation 

References 
- http://selinuxproject.org/page/SEAndroid 
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Appendix B – Linux Tools for the Android Platform Engineer 

OpenSSH / PuTTY / WinSCP / Key Authentication 
1. Download and install fully Putty install 
2. Download and install full WinSCP install 
3. Open terminal session to system with Putty (to your Ubuntu build machine) 
4. Enter (with no passphrase): 

cd .ssh 
ssh-keygen -t rsa -b 4096 

5. Copy the public key file to ‘authorized_keys’ in the .ssh directory. 
6. Edit ‘/etc/ssh/sshd_config’ and uncomment the AuthorizedKeysFile line and verify it points to 

user .ssh/authorized_keys. 
7. Restart ssh  

sudo service ssh restart 

8. Use WinSCP to copy the public and private key to the client system.  
9. Use PuttyKeyGen to import the private key, and export as a putty key. 
10. Attach this putty private key to a session, and verify it works. 
11. Note: permissions on .ssh may be either 700 or 755, use as necessary to fix. Permissions on 

‘authorized_keys may be 600 or 644, as necessary to work. 
12. Disable Password logins : Edit ‘/etc/ssh/sshd_config’ and uncomment  

“PasswordAuthentication” and set it to ‘no’.  
13. Restart the ssh service again, open a new session to confirm. 

Reference 
- https://help.ubuntu.com/community/SSH/OpenSSH/Keys 

Screen  
screen is a full-screen window manager that multiplexes a physical terminal between several processes 
(typically interactive shells). Each virtual terminal provides the functions of a DEC VT100 terminal and, in 
addition, several control functions from theISO 6429 (ECMA 48, ANSI X3.64) and ISO 2022 standards 
(e.g. insert/delete line and support for multiple character sets). There is a scrollback history buffer for 
each virtual terminal and a copy-and-paste mechanism that allows moving text regions between 
windows. 

Getting In 
start a new screen session 
with session name screen -S <name> 

list running 
sessions/screens screen -ls 

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/SSH/OpenSSH/Keys�


attach to a running session screen -r 
… to session with name screen -r <name> 

the “ultimate attach” 
screen -dRR (Attaches to a screen session. If the session is attached 
elsewhere, detaches that other display. If no session exists, creates one. If 
multiple sessions exist, uses the first one.) 

Escape key 
All screen commands are prefixed by an escape key, by default C-a (that's Control-a, sometimes 
written ^a). To send a literal C-a to the programs in screen, use C-a a. 

Getting Out 
detach C-a d 
detach and logout (quick exit) C-a D D 
exit screen “C-a : quit” or exit all of the programs in screen. 
force-exit screen C-a C-\ (not recommended) 

Window Management 
create new window C-a c 

change to last-visited active window C-a C-a (commonly used to flip-flop between two 
windows) 

change to window by number C-a <number> (only for windows 0 to 9) 
change to window by number or name C-a ' <number or title> 
change to next window in list C-a n or C-a <space> 
change to previous window in list C-a p or C-a <backspace> 
see window list C-a " (allows you to select a window to change to) 
show window bar C-a w (if you don't have window bar) 

close current window Close all applications in the current window 
(including shell) 

kill current window C-a k (not recommended) 
kill all windows C-a \ (not recommended) 
rename current window C-a A 

Split Screen 
split display horizontally C-a S 
split display vertically C-a | or C-a V (for the vanilla vertical screen patch) 
jump to next display region C-a tab 
remove current region C-a X 
remove all regions but the current one C-a Q 

Scripting 
send a command to a named session screen -S <name> -X <command> 
create a new window and run ping example.com screen -S <name> -X screen ping example.com 
stuff characters into the input buffer 
using bash to expand a newline character 
(from here) 

screen -S <name> [-p <page>] -X stuff $'quit\r' 

a full example # run bash within screen 
screen -AmdS bash_shell bash 
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# run top within that bash session 
screen -S bash_shell -p 0 -X stuff $'top\r' 
  
# ... some time later 
  
# stuff 'q' to tell top to quit 
screen -S bash_shell -X stuff 'q' 
# stuff 'exit\n' to exit bash session 
screen -S bash_shell -X stuff $'exit\r' 

Miscellaneous 
redraw window C-a C-l 

enter copy mode C-a [ or C-a <esc> (also used for viewing scrollback 
buffer) 

paste C-a ] 
monitor window for activity C-a M 
monitor window for silence C-a _ 
enter digraph (for producing non-ASCII characters) C-a C-v 
lock (password protect) display C-a x 
enter screen command C-a : 

Reference 
- http://aperiodic.net/screen/quick_reference 
- http://aperiodic.net/screen/man:start 
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Appendix C –AOSP Tools for the Android Platform Engineer 

Android Emulator 
{tbd} 

Version Control with Repo and Git 
From http://source.android.com/source/version-control.html 

To work with the Android code, you will need to use both Git and Repo. In most situations, you can use 
Git instead of Repo, or mix Repo and Git commands to form complex commands. Using Repo for basic 
across-network operations will make your work much simpler, however. 

Git is an open-source version-control system designed to handle very large projects that are distributed 
over multiple repositories. In the context of Android, we use Git for local operations such as local 
branching, commits, diffs, and edits. One of the challenges in setting up the Android project was figuring 
out how to best support the outside community--from the hobbiest community to large OEMs building 
mass-market consumer devices. We wanted components to be replaceable, and we wanted interesting 
components to be able to grow a life of their own outside of Android. We first chose a distributed 
revision control system, then further narrowed it down to Git. 

Repo is a repository management tool that we built on top of Git. Repo unifies the many Git repositories 
when necessary, does the uploads to our revision control system, and automates parts of the Android 
development workflow. Repo is not meant to replace Git, only to make it easier to work with Git in the 
context of Android. The repo command is an executable Python script that you can put anywhere in 
your path. In working with the Android source files, you will use Repo for across-network operations. For 
example, with a single Repo command you can download files from multiple repositories into your local 
working directory. 

Gerrit is a web-based code review system for projects that use git. Gerrit encourages more centralized 
use of Git by allowing all authorized users to submit changes, which are automatically merged if they 
pass code review. In addition, Gerrit makes reviewing easier by displaying changes side by side in-
browser and enabling inline comments. 

Basic Workflow 

 

The basic pattern of interacting with the repositories is as follows: 

http://source.android.com/source/version-control.html�
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1. Use repo start to start a new topic branch. 

2. Edit the files. 

3. Use git add to stage changes. 

4. Use git commit to commit changes. 

5. Use repo upload to upload changes to the review server. 

Task reference 

The task list below shows a summary of how to do common Repo and Git tasks. For complete quick-start 
information and examples, see Getting started. 

Synchronizing your client 

To synchronize the files for all available projects: 

$ repo sync 

To synchronize the files for selected projects: 

$ repo sync PROJECT0 PROJECT1 PROJECT2 ... 

Creating topic branches 

Start a topic branch in your local work environment whenever you begin a change, for example when 
you begin work on a bug or new feature. A topic branch is not a copy of the original files; it is a pointer 
to a particular commit. This makes creating local branches and switching among them a light-weight 
operation. By using branches, you can isolate one aspect of your work from the others. For an 
interesting article about using topic branches, see Separating Topic branches.  

To start a topic branch using Repo: 

$ repo start BRANCH_NAME 

To verify that your new branch was created: 

$ repo status 

http://source.android.com/source/downloading.html�
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Using topic branches 

To assign the branch to a particular project: 

$ repo start BRANCH_NAME PROJECT 

To switch to another branch that you have created in your local work environment: 

$ git checkout BRANCH_NAME 

To see a list of existing branches: 

$ git branch 

or 

$ repo branches 

The name of the current branch will be preceded by an asterisk. 

Note: A bug might be causing repo sync to reset the local topic branch. If git branch shows * (no branch) 
after you run repo sync, then run git checkout again. 

Staging files 

By default, Git notices but does not track the changes you make in a project. In order to tell git to 
preserve your changes, you must mark them for inclusion in a commit. This is also called "staging". 

You can stage your changes by running 

git add 

which accepts as arguments any files or directories within the project directory. Despite the name, git 
add does not simply add files to the git repository; it can also be used to stage file modifications and 
deletions. 

Viewing client status 

To list the state of your files: 



$ repo status 

To see uncommitted edits: 

$ repo diff 

The repo diff command shows every local edit that you have made that would not go into the commit, if 
you were to commit right now. To see every edit that would go into the commit if you were to commit 
right now, you need a Git command, git diff. Before running it, be sure you are in the project directory: 

$ cd ~/WORKING_DIRECTORY/PROJECT   

$ git diff --cached 

Committing changes 

A commit is the basic unit of revision control in git, consisting of a snapshot of directory structure and 
file contents for the entire project. Creating a commit in git is as simple as typing 

git commit 

You will be prompted for a commit message in your favorite editor; please provide a helpful message for 
any changes you submit to the AOSP. If you do not add a log message, the commit will be aborted. 

Uploading changes to Gerrit 

Before uploading, update to the latest revisions: 

repo sync 

Next run 

repo upload 

This will list the changes you have committed and prompt you to select which branches to upload to the 
review server. If there is only one branch, you will see a simple y/n prompt. 



Recovering sync conflicts 

If a repo sync shows sync conflicts: 

• View the files that are unmerged (status code = U). 

• Edit the conflict regions as necessary. 

• Change into the relevant project directory, run git add and git commit for the files in question, 
and then "rebase" the changes. For example: 

• $ git add . 

• $ git commit  

• $ git rebase --continue 

• When the rebase is complete start the entire sync again: 

• $ repo sync PROJECT0 PROJECT1 ... PROJECTN 

Cleaning up your client files 

To update your local working directory after changes are merged in Gerrit: 

$ repo sync 

To safely remove stale topic branches: 

$ repo prune 

Deleting a client 

Because all state information is stored in your client, you only need to delete the directory from your 
filesystem: 

$ rm -rf WORKING_DIRECTORY 



Deleting a client will permanently delete any changes you have not yet uploaded for review. 

  



Git and Repo cheatsheet 

 

 

Reference 
- Version control with Repo/Git http://source.android.com/source/version-control.html 
- The GitBook - http://git-scm.com/book 
- http://kobablog.wordpress.com/2011/05/12/tips-of-repo-sync-of-android/ 
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Appendix D – Device Tools for the Android Platform Engineer 

ADB: Android Debug Bridge 
From http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html 

Android Debug Bridge provides a very useful interface into the internals of your Android system. Major 
capabilities include installing / uninstalling programs, backup / restore, a terminal interface and a log 
monitor. 

Issuing adb Commands 
You can issue adb commands from a command line on your development machine or from a script. The 
usage is: 

adb [-d|-e|-s <serialNumber>] <command>  

When you issue a command, the program invokes an adb client. The client is not specifically associated 
with any emulator instance, so if multiple emulators/devices are running, you need to use the -d option 
to specify the target instance to which the command should be directed 

Querying for Emulator/Device Instances 
Before issuing adb commands, it is helpful to know what emulator/device instances are connected to 
the adb server. You can generate a list of attached emulators/devices using the devices command: 

adb devices 

In response, adb prints this status information for each instance: 

• Serial number — A string created by adb to uniquely identify an emulator/device instance by its 
console port number. The format of the serial number is <type>-<consolePort>. Here's an example 
serial number: emulator-5554 

• State — The connection state of the instance may be one of the following: 
o offline — the instance is not connected to adb or is not responding. 
o device — the instance is now connected to the adb server. Note that this state does not imply that 

the Android system is fully booted and operational, since the instance connects to adb while the 
system is still booting. However, after boot-up, this is the normal operational state of an 
emulator/device instance. 

o no device — there is no emulator/device connected. 
The output for each instance is formatted like this: 

[serialNumber] [state] 

Here's an example showing the devices command and its output: 

http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html�


$ adb devices 
List of devices attached  
emulator-5554  device 
emulator-5556  device 
emulator-5558  device 

Directing Commands to a Specific Emulator/Device Instance 
If multiple emulator/device instances are running, you need to specify a target instance when issuing 
adb commands. To so so, use the -s option in the commands. The usage for the -s option is: 

adb -s <serialNumber> <command>  

As shown, you specify the target instance for a command using its adb-assigned serial number. You can 
use the devicescommand to obtain the serial numbers of running emulator/device instances. 

Here is an example: 

adb -s emulator-5556 install helloWorld.apk 

Note that, if you issue a command without specifying a target emulator/device instance using -s, adb 
generates an error. 

Installing an Application 
You can use adb to copy an application from your development computer and install it on an 
emulator/device instance. To do so, use the install command. With the command, you must specify the 
path to the .apk file that you want to install: 

adb install <path_to_apk> 

For more information about how to create an .apk file that you can install on an emulator/device 
instance, see Building and Running 

Note that, if you are using the Eclipse IDE and have the ADT plugin installed, you do not need to use adb 
(or aapt) directly to install your application on the emulator/device. Instead, the ADT plugin handles the 
packaging and installation of the application for you. 

Manpage – adb Commands 
 

Category Command Description Comments 

http://developer.android.com/tools/building/index.html�


Options -d Direct an adb command to the only 
attached USB device. 

Returns an error if more than one 
USB device is attached. 

-e Direct an adb command to the only 
running emulator instance. 

Returns an error if more than one 
emulator instance is running. 

-s <serialNumber> Direct an adb command a specific 
emulator/device instance, referred to 
by its adb-assigned serial number 
(such as "emulator-5556"). 

If not specified, adb generates an 
error. 

General devices Prints a list of all attached 
emulator/device instances. 

See Querying for Emulator/Device 
Instances for more information. 

help Prints a list of supported adb 
commands. 

  

version Prints the adb version number.   

Debug logcat [<option>] [<filter-
specs>] 

Prints log data to the screen.   

bugreport Prints dumpsys, dumpstate, 
andlogcat data to the screen, for the 
purposes of bug reporting. 

  

jdwp Prints a list of available JDWP 
processes on a given device. 

You can use the forward 
jdwp:<pid> port-forwarding 
specification to connect to a specific 
JDWP process. For example:  
adb forward tcp:8000 jdwp:472 
jdb -attach localhost:8000 

Data install <path-to-apk> Pushes an Android application 
(specified as a full path to an .apk file) 
to the data file of an emulator/device. 

  

 pull <remote> <local> Copies a specified file from an 
emulator/device instance to your 
development computer.  

 push <local> <remote> Copies a specified file from your 
development computer to an  

http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html#devicestatus�
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emulator/device instance. 

Ports and 
Networking 

forward <local> <remote> Forwards socket connections from a 
specified local port to a specified 
remote port on the emulator/device 
instance. 

Port specifications can use these 
schemes: 

• tcp:<portnum> 

• local:<UNIX domain socket 
name> 

• dev:<character device name> 

• jdwp:<pid> 

ppp <tty> [parm]... Run PPP over USB. 

• <tty> — the tty for PPP stream. For 
exampledev:/dev/omap_csmi_ttyl. 

• [parm]... — zero or more PPP/PPPD 
options, such 
asdefaultroute, local,notty, etc. 

Note that you should not automatically 
start a PPP connection. 

 

Scripting get-serialno Prints the adb instance serial number 
string. 

See Querying for Emulator/Device 
Instances for more information. 

get-state Prints the adb state of an 
emulator/device instance. 

wait-for-device Blocks execution until the device is 
online — that is, until the instance 
state is device. 

You can prepend this command to 
other adb commands, in which case 
adb will wait until the 
emulator/device instance is 
connected before issuing the other 
commands. Here's an example: 

adb wait-for-device shell getprop 

Note that this command 
does not cause adb to wait until the 
entire system is fully booted. For 
that reason, you should not prepend 
it to other commands that require a 
fully booted system. As an example, 
the install requires the Android 
package manager, which is available 
only after the system is fully booted. 
A command such as 

http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html#devicestatus�
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adb wait-for-device install <app>.apk 

would issue the install command as 
soon as the emulator or device 
instance connected to the adb 
server, but before the Android 
system was fully booted, so it would 
result in an error. 

Server start-server Checks whether the adb server process 
is running and starts it, if not. 

  

kill-server Terminates the adb server process.   

Shell shell Starts a remote shell in the target 
emulator/device instance. 

See Issuing Shell Commands for 
more information. 

shell [<shellCommand>] Issues a shell command in the target 
emulator/device instance and then 
exits the remote shell. 

Reference 
- http://developer.android.com/tools/help/adb.html 
- http://androidforums.com/behold-2-all-things-root/65738-how-thread-adb-shell.html 

FastBoot Protocol 
Fastboot is protocol used to update the flash filesystem in Android devices from a host over USB. It 
allows flashing of unsigned partition images. 

Here are the commands you can run on your host after fastboot has been started on a device connected 
via USB. This is a paste directly from the fastboot client "--help" command: 

usage: fastboot [ <option> ] <command> 
 
commands: 
 update <filename>                        reflash device from update.zip 
 flashall                                 'flash boot' + 'flash system' 
 flash <partition> [ <filename> ]         write a file to a flash partition 
 erase <partition>                        erase a flash partition 
 getvar <variable>                        display a bootloader variable 
 boot <kernel> [ <ramdisk> ]              download and boot kernel 
 flash:raw boot <kernel> [ <ramdisk> ]    create bootimage and flash it 
 devices                                  list all connected devices 
 reboot                                   reboot device normally 
 reboot-bootloader                        reboot device into bootloader 
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options: 
 -w                                       erase userdata and cache 
 -s <serial number>                       specify device serial number 
 -p <product>                             specify product name 
 -c <cmdline>                             override kernel commandline 

Forcing fastboot to load on every boot 

Developers who are creating new images to try out very often can remove their boot and recovery 
images which will force the phone to enter bootloader mode every time you boot. To fix this, you would 
reflash the boot and recovery images back allowing the phone to boot normally. 

$ fastboot erase boot 
$ fastboot erase recovery 

Reference 
- http://android-dls.com/wiki/index.php?title=Fastboot 
- http://www.omappedia.com/wiki/Android_Fastboot  
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Appendix E - Jellybean Apps 
The table below outlines the user visible applications on the AOSP and Nexus 7 Official Image OS.  

Name AOSP Nexus7 
(Nakasi) 

Play 
Store 

Gapps 
07262012 

Dependencies Comment 

Browser Yes No    Replaced by Chrome in 
Nakasi. It has been 
noted that Browser 

supports Adobe Flash 
and Chrome does not. 

Calculator Yes Yes     
Calendar Yes Yes     
Chrome No Yes    Replaces Browser, and 

provides shared profile 
features with desktops. 

Also has tabbed 
browsing. Does not 

support Adobe Flash. 
Clock Yes Yes     

Currents No Yes     
Downloads Yes Yes     

Earth No Yes     
Email Yes Yes     

Gallery Yes Yes     
Gmail No Yes     

Google No Yes     
Google+ No Yes     
Latitude No Yes     

Local No Yes     
Maps No Yes     

Messenger No Yes     
Movie 
Studio 

Yes No     

Music Yes No     
Navigation No Yes     

People Yes Yes     
Play Books No Yes     

Play 
Magazines 

No Yes     

Play 
Movies 
and TV 

No Yes     

Play Music No Yes     
Play Store No Yes   GoogleServices 

Vendor 
 

Search Yes No     



Settings Yes Yes     
Talk No Yes     

Voice 
Search 

No Yes     

Wallet No Yes     
Youtube No Yes     

       
 

  



Appendix F – Websites of Possible Interest 
- AOKP - http://www.kandroid.org/online-pdk/guide/build_system.html 
- Gapps - http://goo.im 
- Android Security - http://nelenkov.blogspot.com/ 
- Apk site - http://www.theandroidsoul.com/ 
- Nexus 7 hacking guide / notes on recovery mode issues - 

http://forums.androidcentral.com/nexus-7-rooting-roms-hacks/200444-guide-release-kraken-
rooting-hacking-your-nexus-7-a.html 

- Google Links 
o http://www.android.com/ 
o http://source.android.com/ 
o https://android.googlesource.com/ 
o http://developer.android.com/index.html 
o https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/images 
o https://developers.google.com/android/nexus/drivers 

- Image Mgmt / http://dev.b-labs.com/getting-started/aosp-building/ 
- CM Build Links (currently useless)  / 

http://wiki.cyanogenmod.com/index.php?title=Building_from_source 
- Asus nexus 7 - 

http://support.asus.com/knowledge.aspx?SLanguage=en&p=20&s=16&m=Nexus%207&os=&ha
shedid=WzTziL1xapnpDNwF 

- http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1796109 
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Appendix G – Info-Nuggets 
This is a collection of topics with interesting references and perhaps a few notes. These may turn into 
something later, but for now they are background notes that have not been explored. 

Fastboot 
- http://android-dls.com/wiki/index.php?title=Fastboot 
- http://yorch.org/2011/09/android-faq-hboot-and-rooting/ 
- Image format - http://android-

dls.com/wiki/index.php?title=HOWTO:_Unpack%2C_Edit%2C_and_Re-Pack_Boot_Images 

Recovery (default) 
- http://source.android.com/source/building-devices.html 

Boot Process 
- http://www.androidenea.com/2009/06/android-boot-process-from-power-on.html 
- http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1381032 
- http://elinux.org/Android_Booting 
- http://androidforums.com/inspire-4g-all-things-root/464350-does-clockwork-recovery-rely-

functional-boot.html 
- http://init2winitapps.com/stories/BMManual.html 
- http://www.android-does.com/android-101/android-bootloaders/ 

SBF Info 
- - http://droid.koumakan.jp/wiki/SBF 
- - http://www.droidxforums.com/forum/droid-x2-support/37159-guide-how-sbf-x2.html 

Odex verus deodex  
- http://www.addictivetips.com/mobile/what-is-odex-and-deodex-in-android-complete-guide/ 
- http://www.talkandroid.com/guides/misc/what-do-odex-and-deodex-mean-the-all-inclusive-

explanation/ 

Nexus / Android Encryption (all things Android security) 
- - http://nelenkov.blogspot.com/ 

APK Repositories 
- http://www.iapktop.com/ 
- http://gmail.droidload.org/ 
- http://goo.im/  

Droid Explorer 
- http://de.codeplex.com/releases/view/92998 

Alternate ROMS 
- AOKP http://www.theandroidsoul.com/aokp-nexus-7-installation-guide/ 
- http://aokp.co/index.php/releases/_/jellybean-build-1-r28 
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- MIUI - http://miuiandroid.com/ 

Android Partitions 
- http://www.addictivetips.com/mobile/android-partitions-explained-boot-system-recovery-data-

cache-misc/  

Screenshots 

- http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/6-ways-to-take-screenshots-on-android/ 
- http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/how-to-capture-screenshots-with-your-android-mobile-

phone/ 

Edify 

- http://androidforums.com/galaxy-prevail-all-things-root/557602-edify-script-language-
reference-updater-script.html 

- http://www.neopeek.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=6635 

OpenRecoveryScript 

- http://wiki.rootzwiki.com/OpenRecoveryScript 
- http://www.teamw.in/OpenRecoveryScript 

Bootloaders 

- http://www.androidcentral.com/bootloaders-all-you-ever-wanted-know 

Lost 10GB 

- http://rootzwiki.com/topic/30712-somehow-i-lost-10gb-in-storage-but-i-know-how-to-fix-it/ 
- http://rootzwiki.com/forum/512-nexus-7/ 

adb and fastboot 

- http://forum.androidspin.com/showthread.php/6731-ADB-and-Fastboot-Available-Command-
Reference 
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